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One Process or Two? Quantitative and Qualitative Distinctions in 
Models of Persuasion 

Antony S. R. Manstead and Joop van der Pligt 
Department of Social Psychology 

University of Amsterdam 

Kruglanski and Thompson's unimodel of persua- 
sion is a bold enterprise, flying as it does in the face of 
much conventional wisdom regarding persuasion. 
Most current persuasion researchers work with some 
variant of a dual-process model, so to argue as 
Kruglanski and Thompson do that the distinction made 
by these models between two qualitatively dissimilar 
routes to persuasion is artificial is to question the foun- 
dations of modern persuasion research. In this article, 
we comment on the theoretical arguments and empiri- 
cal evidence that lead Kruglanksi and Thompson to re- 
ject dual-process models in favor of their unimodel. 
We focus on the degree to which their arguments un- 
dermine the claims made by the Elaboration Likeli- 
hood Model (ELM; Petty & Cacioppo, 1986), and 
although we are mindful of some important differences 
between the ELM and the other major dual-process 
model of persuasion, the Heuristic Systematic Model 
(HSM; Chaiken, 1980; Chaiken, Liberman, & Eagly, 
1989; see Eagly & Chaiken, 1993, for a discussion of 
these differences), we believe that many of the argu- 
ments we develop are applicable to both models. 

Like the HSM, the ELM makes a qualitative dis- 
tinction between a more thoroughgoing and a more su- 
perficial mode of processing persuasive 
communications. This qualitative distinction is the tar- 

get of Kruglanski and Thompson's article. It is worth 
pointing out that the ELM makes both a qualitative and 
a quantitative distinction (see Petty, 1997). The quanti- 
tative distinction pertains to elaboration likelihood and 
refers to the assumption that at high levels of elabora- 
tion, receivers' attitudes will be determined by an 
effortful examination of all relevant information, 
whereas at lower levels of elaboration their attitudes 
are more likely to be determined by "less effortful (less 
careful) examination of the same information, or 
effortful examination of less information (e.g., the per- 
son critically examines just the first argument in a mes- 
sage, but not the remaining arguments)" (Petty & 
Wegener, 1998, p. 327). Thus low elaboration can re- 
fer to a person basing his or her attitude on the first of 
10 arguments as opposed to carefully deliberating all 
10, or to a person considering all 10 arguments some- 
what superficially; either way, there is some degree of 
responsiveness to the arguments that are presented. 
The qualitative distinction made within the ELM re- 
lates to whether or not there is any effortful informa- 
tion processing at all. A receiver who falls on the 
peripheral side of the central-peripheral distinction 
fails completely to consider the merits of the 10 argu- 
ments; instead he or she may, for example, simply 
count them (see Petty & Cacioppo, 1984). 
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Kruglanksi and Thompson question whether we 
need both the quantitative and the qualitative distinc- 
tion. In their view the quantitative distinction is suffi- 
cient, and moreover they have serious doubts about the 
discriminant validity or functional independence of the 
two modes. We do not necessarily agree with 
Kruglanksi and Thompson, but we do share some of 
their concerns about some of the central distinctions 
made in the ELM. On the one hand, there is a (quantita- 
tive) continuum, ranging from detailed and careful 
consideration of all the information at one extreme to a 
low degree of information processing at the other. On 
the other hand, there is a qualitatively different mode 
or "route to persuasion," relying on heuristics and rules 
of thumb, which is also characterized by a low degree 
of information processing and is likely to be rather 
sloppy and inaccurate. Thus we appear to have an elab- 
oration continuum, running from high to low, plus a 
separate sort of "no-elaboration" category located near 
the bottom end of the continuum. 

An element that complicates matters further is that 
there is a difference between theoretical statements 
and research practice. Research practice has (as noted 
by Kruglanksi and Thompson) tended to focus on 
source characteristics as instances of peripheral/heu- 
ristic cues, and arguments contained in the message as 
instances of central cues. It therefore appears that the 
distinction between the central/systematic mode and 
the peripheral/heuristic mode rests mainly on the dis- 
tinction between source characteristics and message 
arguments, and how these two sorts of information are 
processed under conditions varying in involvement, 
distraction, and so on. 

Kruglanski and Thompson's 
Theoretical Argument 

The essence of Kruglanski and Thompson's theo- 
retical argument is that if one shifts up one level in 
terms of abstraction, then both peripheral and heuristic 
cues, on the one hand, and message arguments, on the 
other hand, can be regarded as special cases of what 
they call "persuasive evidence." They illustrate this 
point with an analogy concerning Tylenol caplets and 
tablets. Setting aside the point that the details of this 
analogy will only be understood by those who have 
some knowledge of U.S. domestic pharmaceutical cul- 
ture, we suggest that the analogy is not entirely con- 
vincing. One might just as well use Mercedes Benz and 
BMW automobiles as the analogy, and argue that al- 
though they may differ in the details of their appear- 
ance, performance, price, and so on, (a) they need not 
differ on these dimensions, and (b) driving the two ve- 
hicles gets you from Point A to Point B in pretty much 
the same way and in pretty much the same time. They 
are, after all, both automobiles, just as Tylenol caplets 

and tablets are both sorts of pain relievers. The differ- 
ences between the two are nevertheless meaningful to 
many people. If one removes these differences and 
continues the analogy or argument, the two things be- 
come the same. Applying the same logic to cue-based 
and message argument-based persuasion, Kruglanksi 
and Thompson wish to argue that although there may 
appear to be differences in the informational parame- 
ters that are characteristic of these two types of persua- 
sion, in principle these differences need not exist. If the 
differences are controlled for, one should be able to 
demonstrate that cue-based and message argu- 
ment-based persuasion are influenced in the same way 
by the variables having an impact on motivation and 
ability to process a persuasive communication. 

The authors base their unimodel on Kruglanski's 
(1989) Lay Epistemic Theory (LET) of the processes 
governing the formation of subjective knowledge. 
Within the terms of LET, persuasion is "a process dur- 
ing which beliefs are formed on the basis of appropri- 
ate evidence." Evidence, in turn, "refers to information 
relevant to a conclusion," where "relevance" implies 
some prior link between categories such that affirma- 
tion of one has an influence on one's belief in the other. 
This point strikes us as crucial, because defining evi- 
dence in this way opens the door to heuristic processes. 
Indeed, the authors acknowledge that "The notion of 
evidence here is the integrative glue that binds together 
the dual modes of persuasion." 

Note the example given in the target article, "an in- 
dividual may be convinced that 'if a candidate totally 
lacked political experience, he would make a poor 
president'." This is not fundamentally different from 
the heuristic "experts can be trusted." What this im- 
plies, of course, is that the presence of evidence that a 
given candidate did lack political experience would 
lead rather automatically to the conclusion that this 
candidate would make a poor president. Let us pursue 
the concrete version of the example used by the au- 
thors, namely the candidacy of Steve Forbes for the 
U.S. presidency in the 1996 election. Let us also as- 
sume that most voters to a greater or lesser degree have 
available the heuristic "experts (in this case, those with 
political experience) can be trusted (i.e., to be good 
presidents)." For voters who know precisely who 
Forbes is and that he lacks political experience, the 
mere mention or sight of Forbes in a campaigning con- 
text may be sufficient to make this heuristic more ac- 
cessible and to lead the voter to reject the assertion that 
he would make a good president (or to accept a politi- 
cal rival's assertion that he would make a poor one). 
But for voters who know little or nothing about Forbes, 
much more information may need to be processed be- 
fore the same conclusion is reached. These two ways of 
arriving at the same evaluative conclusion seem to us 
to be quite different. In the one case what Kruglanski 
and Thompson call the major premise is already pres- 
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ent, in the mind of the voter; and the mere sight or men- 
tion of Forbes constitutes the minor premise. In the 
other case the major premise may also be already pres- 
ent in the mind of the voter, but establishing the minor 
premise may require a lot of information processing. 
There may be some abstract sense in which the same 
underlying process is going on here, but in the most ex- 
treme case of peripheral cue or heuristic processing all 
of the pertinent premises are already present in the 
mind of the receiver before exposure to any persuasive 
communication, resulting in a more-or-less automatic 
formation of an evaluation, whereas in the case where 
either the major premise or the minor premise has to be 
established in the course of the communication, more 
demands are made on both the sender and the receiver 
of the communication. To regard these two situations 
as equivalent seems to us to blur some important dis- 
tinctions. If the function of a communication is simply 
to confirm the minor premise in a syllogism, the out- 
come is predetermined; if the communication has to 
establish the veracity of one or both premises the out- 
come is less certain and more dependent on the quality 
of the arguments that are marshaled by the sender of 
the communication. 

Much the same point applies to Kruglanski and 
Thompson's suggestion that peripheral cues and 
heuristics need not differ from message arguments 
with regard to difficulty of processing. No doubt this is 
true, and later in the article they report studies in which 
they put this idea to the test. However, the point is 
surely that this is to ignore the ecology of peripheral 
and heuristic cues and of message arguments. Al- 
though we cannot cite hard evidence to support the 
point, we feel that we are on firmer ground in suggest- 
ing that there is a systematic difference in the length 
and complexity of peripheral and heuristic cues, on the 
one hand, and message arguments, on the other, than 
are the authors when they jump from the observation 
that the two types of information "need not systemati- 
cally differ" to the assertion that "they do not differ 
systematically." 

A similar objection can be made to the authors' ar- 
gument concerning ordinal position. They first estab- 
lish that it is "not inevitable" that message recipients 
encounter peripheral and heuristic cues prior to mes- 
sage arguments by citing the hardly typical example of 
"op-ed" pieces in newspapers, where the authors' cre- 
dentials are "often conveyed at the end of the article" 
(as if no reader ever checks these credentials first to 
find out whether the piece is worth reading). Then they 
go on to assert that the two kinds of information do not 
systematically differ with respect to order. We hope 
that the point is clear by now: It is not appropriate to 
conclude that there is no systematic difference simply 
on the grounds that the difference does not in principle 
have to exist. Analogously, the population of the Neth- 
erlands does not have to live in urban areas (indeed, 

there are plenty of people who do not). However, the 
overwhelming majority of the population does live in 
urban areas, and this is a feature of the country that can 
be used to contrast the country in sensible ways with 
countries that are less highly urbanized. 

Kruglanski and Thompson's 
Treatment of Existing Evidence 

We keep our comments on this part of the target ar- 
ticle brief. The section on inferred interactions is based 
largely on conjecture. For example, it is suggested that 
repetition of peripheral and heuristic cues might have 
affected attitudes and intentions in the same way that 
repetition of message arguments did (Schumann, 
Petty, & Clemens, 1990), and that need for cognition 
might also enhance people's motivation to process pe- 
ripheral and heuristic cues, not only message argu- 
ments, with similar results for the attitude-behavior 
relation (Cacioppo, Petty, Kao, & Rodriguez, 1986). In 
the authors' defense it can be said that the "inferred" 
interaction is also a sort of conjecture, and that what is 
really needed to make a solid case for dual-process 
models are studies reporting the sort of "manifest" in- 
teraction that Kruglanksi and Thompson go on to dis- 
cuss. The authors' main argument against the results of 
these latter studies is that there is a confound between 
information type (peripheral and heuristic cue vs. mes- 
sage argument) and persuasion-relevant variables such 
as length, complexity, ease of processing, and ordinal 
position. The fundamental question to be asked of the 
authors here is whether or not this "confound" is one 
that reflects natural confounds in the world around us, 
or experimenter-created confounds that generate 
artifactual findings. 

Kruglanski and Thompson's 
Own Evidence 

Consistent with their own logic, in their experi- 
mental work testing the unimodel, Kruglanski and 
Thompson systematically seek to uncounfound the 
relation between information type and other charac- 
teristics of the information, such as its length or com- 
plexity, and then to see whether other classes of 
variable, such as involvement, interact with the infor- 
mation type per se or with these other characteristics 
of the information. These are cleverly designed stud- 
ies that generate interesting findings. We neverthe- 
less have a number of reservations. 

One main comment echoes the point we have tried 
to make throughout. What Kruglanksi and Thompson 
show in these studies is that if you substitute the attrib- 
utes typically associated with peripheral and heuristic 
cues (short, simple, easy to process, early) with the at- 
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tributes typically associated with message arguments 
(long, complex, difficult to process, late), you can 
mimic the interaction effects normally found between 
argument quality and variables influencing either the 
motivation or the ability to process the message. How 
one evaluates this evidence (i.e., as an interesting dem- 
onstration or as undermining the theoretical logic of 
dual-process models of persuasion) seems to us to de- 
pend on what one regards as the defining features of 
the two types of information. Kruglanski and Thomp- 
son define peripheral or heuristic cue information as 
"extraneous to the message arguments as such." As ar- 
gued earlier, this definition relates more closely to re- 
search practice than to theoretical statements to be 
found in the ELM. Such a purely formal definition 
leaves the way open to specify the content of the infor- 
mation in any way they wish, including making it long, 
complex, difficult to process, and late. As argued ear- 
lier, this seems to us to overlook the ecology of periph- 
eral and heuristic cue information. By way of an 
analogy, if one removed all of the unique attributes of a 
Mercedes Benz and exchanged them for all of the 
unique attributes of a BMW, any "effects" arising from 
one vehicle or the other would also be the reverse of 
what they originally were. 

A second point concerns the inferences that are 
likely to have been made by the participants who re- 
ceived extensive and elaborate information about the 
source of a message and a short set of mixed quality ar- 
guments. In accordance with Grice's (1975) conversa- 
tional maxims, it seems likely that these receivers 
would have been led to conclude that such extensive 
information about the source was provided because it 
is of great importance. In other words, the sheer exten- 
siveness of the source information is likely to have car- 
ried with it an implicit demand to process it carefully. 
Moreover, this effect is likely to be more pronounced 
for respondents under conditions of high elaboration. 

A third issue concerns the nature of the experimen- 
tal designs employed in the four studies. It is not clear 
to us why in Studies 1, 2, and 3 the authors used a mix 
of four "moderately weak" and two "strong" argu- 
ments. Would the peripheral or heuristic cue interact in 
the same way with involvement or distraction if the 
message contained a different mix of arguments? In 
these studies the impact of detailed information about 
the source was compared with that of ambiguous (in 
terms of quality) message information. Such a design 
seems to favor the impact of source information, espe- 
cially under conditions of high elaboration. We would 
have preferred to see the hypotheses being tested in a 
more "complete" design in which message quality was 
also systematically varied. Although argument quality 
was manipulated in Study 4, source expertise was not 
manipulated in that study. 

In summary, Kruglanksi and Thompson's experi- 
ments show that under some circumstances source in- 

formation can be processed thoroughly, and more thor- 
oughly than the arguments contained in a persuasive 
message. However, this is not the same as establishing 
that there is no need to distinguish between central/sys- 
tematic and peripheral/heuristic modes of information 
processing. 

Conclusions 

A straightforward conclusion to be reached on the 
basis of Kruglanksi and Thompson's arguments and 
evidence, in our view, is that a purely formal definition 
of peripheral and heuristic cue information is insuffi- 
cient: One also needs to specify some of the typical 
content attributes of such information. A second sim- 
ple conclusion is that although it seems to us to be 
self-evident that peripheral and heuristic cue informa- 
tion is typically short, simple, easy to process, and 
early, there is to our knowledge no hard evidence con- 
cerning this point. Content analysis of naturally occur- 
ring persuasive communications would help to provide 
such evidence. Our third point is more of an observa- 
tion than a conclusion: The distinction between periph- 
eral and heuristic cue information and message 
argument information has proved to have heuristic 
value in social psychological theorizing and research 
on persuasion. To abandon this distinction on the 
grounds that one can, with some experimental sleight 
of hand, make it "go away," would in our view be a 
pity. Later, we add some further thoughts concerning 
the merits and demerits of this distinction. 

The distinction between systematic/central and pe- 
ripheral/heuristic information processing can be com- 
pared with distinctions made in the literature on 
behavioral decision making (see Dawes, 1998, for a re- 
cent overview). In this tradition normative models as- 
suming a complete and elaborate cost-benefit analysis 
of behavioral actions, and/or an accurate application of 
Bayesian rules, are frequently contrasted with the use 
of decisional shortcuts. These may be simplified deci- 
sion rules (disjunctive decision rules, conjunctive deci- 
sion rules, elimination by aspects, etc.), or heuristics 
such as availability, anchoring-and-adjustment, and 
representativeness. This distinction has proved to be 
useful and has improved our understanding of human 
decision making. Interestingly, in this literature re- 
searchers have avoided referring to different "routes," 
or different "systems." Such dichotomies can be over- 
simplifying and highly controversial, although it 
should also be acknowledged they can (eventually) 
lead to greater clarity. A somewhat related example of 
a dichotomy between forms of information processing 
is Zajonc's (1980) distinction between affective and 
cognitive processing. His claim that these represent 
two partially independent systems led to vehement de- 
bate (e.g., Lazarus, 1981, 1984; Zajonc, 1984). It took 
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some time before it was clear whether such a distinc- 
tion could be made, whether it should be made, and 
how it should be studied, but the field of emotion re- 
search has, it could be argued, benefited from Zajonc' s 
claim. 

It may be that equally beneficial outcomes will re- 
sult from this discussion. However, on the arguments 
and evidence presented here Kruglanski and Thomp- 
son have not convinced us of the need for a unimodel. 
Rather than pointing to the need for a unimodel, their 
article seems to us to reveal the need for a greater de- 
gree of precision in the ELM. The model appears to 
suggest that we can distinguish between levels of elab- 
oration both in quantitative terms and in terms of quali- 
tatively different processes. An interesting point of 
contrast with the decision-making literature is that in 
the latter tradition simplified decision rules and 
heuristics are generally placed in the same category. 
Both decision-making strategies are seen as constitut- 
ing nonelaborate, incomplete information processing 
that can be suboptimal, but that can also be quite func- 
tional and adaptive. By contrast, within the ELM sim- 
plified information processing, such as focusing on 
just a few arguments (which could be achieved by fol- 
lowing a disjunctive or conjunctive decision rule), 
seems to constitute an impoverished form of central in- 
formation processing, whereas the use of heuristics is 
regarded as qualitatively different. Thus Petty and 
Cacioppo (1984) regard simply counting the number 
of arguments as a peripheral mechanism, in that it does 
not involve thought about the substantive merits of the 
arguments but rather entails reliance on a "rule of 
thumb or heuristic that the person generates or re- 
trieves from memory" (Petty & Wegener, 1998, p. 
327). 

How do we define the boundaries between these 
two qualitatively different routes? As we have seen, 
counting the number of arguments is regarded a heuris- 
tic. But what if a person were only to look for one spe- 
cific aspect or attribute and ignore all others, such that 
if the attribute is present persuasion or yielding will 
take place, but if it is absent there is no persuasion? 
Similarly, what if a receiver considers the first argu- 
ment carefully, but ignores all other arguments? Fur- 
ther, what if a person relies heavily on the availability 
heuristic in assessing the likelihood of various attrib- 
utes or consequences that are mentioned in the mes- 
sage arguments? As a final example, what if a person 
were only to take into account those (claimed) attrib- 
utes and consequences that are certain and ignored all 
noncertain attributes and consequences, however high 
their probability? 

It seems to us that there are some conceptual prob- 
lems here with regard to the boundary between the 
two routes. The aforementioned cases are all exam- 
ples of heuristic reasoning but they nevertheless seem 
to us to involve some focus on the message and there- 

fore to fall somewhere on a continuum of central 
route processing-albeit at the lower end of that con- 
tinuum. The ELM regards the application of other 
simplifying heuristics (e.g., attaching much weight to 
the source of the message, or simply counting the ar- 
guments) as qualitatively different. The examples we 
cited earlier suggest in our view that there is a degree 
of similarity between the various heuristics, whether 
they are placed at the low end of the elaboration con- 
tinuum or in the qualitatively different category of 
heuristic and peripheral information processing. The 
only real difference is that whereas one set of 
heuristics concerns cognitive shortcuts in appraising 
message content, the other concerns aspects of the 
message and the source that are not directly related to 
message content. If this is all there is to it, it may be 
confusing to claim that there are two qualitatively dif- 
ferent modes of information processing. In terms of 
cognitive operations there may be a good deal of 
overlap between central and peripheral information 
processing. Conceptually, then, this distinction seems 
to have some serious shortcomings. 

A further problematic aspect of the category "pe- 
ripheral information processing" is that it includes 
such a wide variety of peripheral mechanisms (classi- 
cal conditioning, identification with the source, 
misattribution of affect to the message, mere expo- 
sure effects, and subliminal priming). Four of these 
mechanisms, it could be argued, are based on qualita- 
tively different cognitive mechanisms. The odd one 
out is "identification with the source," because this 
factor is presumably related to the perceived likability 
of the source, and probably also with perceived exper- 
tise. As argued by Kruglanski and Thompson, it is dif- 
ficult to maintain that the impact of source 
characteristics (including identification with the 
source) relies on a qualitatively different sort of infor- 
mation processing than that entailed in the appraisal 
of message arguments. 

In sum, we tend to agree with Kruglanski and 
Thompson that it is difficult to maintain that source 
information is always associated with peripheral in- 
formation processing, and that this sort of informa- 
tion processing is qualitatively different from central 
information processing. Where we do not agree with 
Kruglanski and Thompson is their claim that showing 
that source information can have an impact compara- 
ble with message content establishes that the two 
types of information are processed in a similar way. 
Establishing that this is the case does not necessarily 
imply that a unimodel provides a more parsimonious 
explanation than the ELM for the impact of persua- 
sive information. Kruglanski and Thompson's article 
serves as a timely reminder of the fact that 
dual-process models need a clearer conceptual basis. 
It may in fact be useful to distinguish between three 
classes of information processing: first, elaborate, 
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effortful processing of the provided information in 
accordance with normative models of decision mak- 
ing and judgment (including information about the 
source); second, the use of heuristics or shortcuts 
(these might entail attending to less information, rely- 
ing on only a few arguments presented in the mes- 
sage, attaching excessive weight to source 
characteristics, ignoring probable as opposed to cer- 
tain consequences of the attitude object [e.g., a behav- 
ioral act], and the use of heuristics in assessing the 
subjective probability of attributes or consequences); 
and third, truly automatic information processing. 

How strict should one be with regard to the criteria 
for determining whether different processes are in- 
volved? A very strict criterion would be that each pro- 
cess is associated with a distinct underlying 
mechanism. That is, each process should be associated 
with different cognitive operations and (ideally) be as- 
sociated with qualitatively different patterns of brain 
activity. Kruglanski and Thompson appear to adopt 
this strict line and argue that the two processes speci- 
fied by the ELM and the HSM should be scrutinized 
and shown to be functionally independent (in the same 
way as semantic vs. episodic memory, or associative 
vs. rule-based reasoning). Kruglanski and Thompson 
are of course correct in arguing that such a strict crite- 
rion is not fully met. The first two categories we distin- 
guished earlier differ mainly with respect to the 
amount of cognitive effort invested; here it seems un- 
likely that we are dealing with qualitatively different 
cognitive operations. It seems to us to be easier to de- 
fend the functional independence of automatic and 
controlled information processing. Thus there may, af- 
ter all, be two routes to persuasion, but these may not 
be identical to the two routes sketched by currently 
dominant dual-process models. 

Note 
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